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Can a new model to initiate and sustain heritage lead development in downtown Yangon be
practically implemented? This paper explores the opportunities and challenges of implementing
this model as developed by the Yangon Heritage Trust in its 2016 Strategic Plan for Yangon,
Myanmar. Yangon has over 3500 colonial era buildings contained within a one square mile
downtown conservation area.
These buildings have been identified as of significance and recorded as part of detailed field
surveys undertaken by the Yangon Heritage Trust. This cohesive and relatively intact precinct
forming the downtown conservation area represents an opportunity for Yangon to develop
differently to other South East Asian cities. There is an opportunity for these heritage assets to be
conserved, reused and redeveloped to benefit locals by providing new enhanced livelihoods,
upgraded residential areas, upgraded landscape and streetscapes and associated economic
development. This approach can also develop a cultural tourism industry focused on the precinct
and its activities. In this paper the opportunities, issues, complexities and many challenges are
identified and explored. This includes an outline of the multilayered approach including the Yangon
strategic plan, partnerships, advocacy initiatives, education and case study projects intended to
demonstrate and lead.
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